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a b s t r a c t
TiO2 hollow structures (HS) were synthesized by carbon sphere template removal method. Nanometer sized carbon spheres (CS) were prepared by mild hydrothermal treatment of ordinary table sugar
(sucrose). The size of these spheres can be controlled by the parameters of the hydrothermal treatment
(e.g. time and pH). The obtained CSs were characterized by scanning electron microscopy (SEM), Raman
spectroscopy, infrared spectroscopy (IR), X-ray diffraction (XRD) and thermogravimetry (TG). CSs were
successfully coated with TiO2 via sol–gel method. The phase composition of the TiO2 hollow spheres were
controlled by the annealing temperature during crystallization and CSs template removal. TiO2 hollow
structures (HSs) were characterized by SEM, XRD, Raman spectroscopy, TG and energy-dispersive X-ray
spectroscopy (EDX). Photocatalytic performance of the TiO2 HSs was evaluated by phenol degradation in
a batch-type foam reactor under low powered UV-A irradiation. The degradation reaction was followed
by high-performance liquid chromatography (HPLC) and total organic carbon (TOC) measurement techniques. Photocatalytic activity test results pointed out that increased rutile content up to a certain extent
(resulting mixed phase anatase-rutile TiO2 ) effects advantageously the photocatalytic performance of
TiO2 HSs and the unique morphology proved to enhance the photocatalytic activity (six times) as well as
TOC removal efﬁciency (twelve times) compared to the sample which was prepared by the same method
without the CSs.
© 2016 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
Since the industrial revolution the water pollution gradually
became more and more signiﬁcant, and nowadays it is a burning
environmental issue [1,2]. Among the many hazardous water pollutants [3,4], phenol is one of the most studied because it can be
originated from both anthropogenic and natural sources [5–7]. The
puriﬁcation of this essential media is imperative. Fortunately, there
are already many effective technological and technical solutions
to achieve the elimination of various water contaminants. However, there are chemicals which are not removable from water
by conventional methods due to their stability and/or toxicity
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towards microorganisms (e.g. pesticides, antibiotics, pharmaceutical metabolites, etc.). Advanced oxidation processes (AOPs) are
effective methods for the neutralization of these persistent contaminants [8]. Heterogeneous photocatalysis is a promising branch
of AOP technologies.
Titanium dioxide (TiO2 ) is an n-type semiconductor transition
metal oxide possessing many advantageous properties to be considered one of the most promising photocatalyst materials [9,10]. It
is cheap, photostable, non-toxic and biocompatible. Heterogeneous
photocatalysis is a very complex photoinduced process on the
surface of semiconductor particles [11–14]. During the photoexcitation of a semiconductor particle with energy equal or greater than
its band gap (Eg ) an electron is excited to the conduction band (CB)
from the valence band (VB) leaving a vacancy (hole; h+ ) behind.
TiO2 polymorphs possess inherently different band gap energies
(Eg ∼ 3.2 eV = 388 nm; Eg ∼ 3.0 eV = 413 nm for anatase and rutile,
respectively) [15]. The photogenerated charge carriers (e− and h+ )
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are capable to migrate to the surface of the particle or being trapped
at various sites [13]. If the charge carriers are able to reach the
surface they may take part in redox reactions with appropriate
donor and acceptor species. In aqueous media, important donor and
acceptor molecules are OH− (H2 O) and dissolved O2 , respectively,
and they form highly reactive and oxidative OH• and O2 •− radicals
[16]. The overall photocatalytic activity of a material is dependent
of many factors [17]. In most cases, crystal phase composition is
determinative regarding the photocatalytic performance. However,
mixed phase (particularly anatase-rutile) TiO2 photocatalysts may
possess elevated activities most presumably due to their interfacial
interactions [18–24].
There is a tremendous effort in the investigation of carbon
(nano)materials since the discovery of fullerenes [25]. Researchers
prepared carbon materials with various sizes and shapes (e.g. ﬁbers,
onions, horns, (nano)tubes, etc.) [26]. Carbon spheres (CS) are
recently regained scientiﬁc interest due to their promising application in battery cathodes [27], fuel cells [28] and catalyst supports
[29,30]. CSs can be prepared by numerous synthesis techniques:
arc-discharge, CVD, hydrothermal method etc. [31]. A convenient
route to produce micro- or nanosized CSs is the hydrothermal
dehydration and carbonization of different carbohydrates (most
commonly glucose) [32,33].
Titanium dioxide hollow spheres can be prepared by using the
abovementioned CSs as removable templates. Thus, the diameter of
the TiO2 hollow structures is ﬁnely tunable. These objects are interesting not just because there low apparent density [34] but their
unique optical properties [35–37]. These attributes can be exploited
in either photocatalytic applications or in DSSCs [38]. As mentioned, the most commonly used route to prepare TiO2 (and other
metal oxide) hollow spheres is template removal method [39]. Lv
et al. studied the efﬁciency of surface ﬂuorinated TiO2 HS prepared
via hydrolysis–precipitate method (using sulfonated polystyrene
beads as templates) in brilliant red X3B photocatalytic degradation
reaction [40]. Ao et al. prepared TiO2 HSs by precipataion of TiO2
onto the surface of hydrothermally prepared CSs and demonstrated
enhanced photocatalytic activity in photocatalytic decomposition
of methylene blue [41].
Herein, we describe the preparation of carbon sphere templates
from ordinary table sugar via facile hydrothermal method and their
use as templates for TiO2 hollow structure synthesis. We intended
to investigate the effect of various synthesis parameters (time, pH)
on the yield and size of the CSs. The CS sample with appropriate size
distribution was selected as removable template for the preparation of TiO2 hollow structures. We have studied the crystal phase
composition of the hollow spheres formed during heat treatment
at different temperatures and the effect of this parameter on their
photocatalytic activity in phenol decomposition reaction.
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HiperSolv Chromanorm) was used during the eluent preparation
for the HPLC analysis.
2.2. Sample preparation
First, CSs were synthesized via hydrothermal treatment. All
hydrothermal experiments were carried out in a preheated drying
oven at 180 ◦ C using a Teﬂon-lined stainless steel autoclave with
total volume of 275 cm3 . During each CS preparations, 80 cm3 of
50 g/dm3 sucrose solution was treated (Vﬁll /Vtot = 29%). The effect
of hydrothermal treatment time (3, 6, 12, 18 h) was studied on
the resulted product. To investigate the effect of pH, the sucrose
solution was adjusted by HCl or NaOH solutions to achieve the
desired values (3, 7, 12; for the sake of notation, the unmodiﬁed
sucrose solution will be considered as pH 7 since sucrose does
not inherently change the pH when dissolved in water, thus the
pH of this solution is ∼7). After the hydrothermal treatment, the
autoclave was left to cool to room temperature naturally, then
the brownish-black product was collected. The samples were centrifuged (4000 rpm, 20 min) and redispersed in water three times.
Then, they were ﬁltered with a membrane ﬁlter apparatus (Millipore, Durapore PVDF membrane, 47 mm, 0.1 m) and washed with
hot water, than with three aliquot 5, 15, 45 V/V% ethanol/water
mixtures to remove residual organic contaminants. The solid product was dried in air at 70 ◦ C for 18 h. Sample labeling for the CSs
will be the following: CS-t-pH, where ‘t’ is the time of hydrothermal
treatment, ‘pH’ is the pH of the starting sucrose solution.
The CS sample with the preferred properties was used as a template for the synthesis of TiO2 hollow structures. 2 g of the CSs was
suspended in 130 cm3 ethanol via ultrasonication and 0.64 cm3
water was added to the suspension (named as mixture “A”). 4 cm3
titanium(IV) butoxide was added to 70 cm3 absolute ethanol under
vigorous stirring (named as mixture “B”). Mixture “B” was added
drop by drop (∼2 cm3 /min) to mixture “A” under vigorous stirring.
The molar ratio was n(Ti):n(H2 O) = 1:3. After the full addition of
the two mixtures, it was left to be stirred for 1 h and then it was
ﬁltered and washed with 10 cm3 ethanol three times. The product
was dried in air at 70 ◦ C for 18 h. The above described process was
repeated three times and the portions were united. The whole coating process was repeated under the same conditions expect that for
starting material was the previously coated carbon spheres (instead
of pristine CSs) and all precursor, ethanol and water quantities were
tripled. Aliquot amount of samples were annealed in a static furnace in air with a heating rate of 5 ◦ C/min for 4 h at 400, 500, 600,
700 ◦ C to remove the CS core and simultaneously convert the amorphous titania phase to crystalline TiO2 . TiO2 reference sample was
prepared via exactly the same method as TiO2 HSs were, except
that during the synthesis procedure CSs were not added. Reference sample was calcinated with heating rate of 5 ◦ C/min for 4 h at
500 ◦ C in air. (Characterization of the reference TiO2 can be found
in Supplementary material.)

2. Experimental
2.3. Characterization techniques
2.1. Materials
All chemicals were used as received without further puriﬁcation.
During the experiments, Milli-Q water (Millipore, 18.2 M cm) and
absolute ethanol was used (VWR Prolabo). Carbon sphere synthesis: Ordinary table sugar (sucrose, Magyar Cukor Zrt., KoronásTM )
was used as carbon source. The desired pH was adjusted with
hydrochloric acid (37 wt%, a.r., Molar) or with sodium hydroxide
(50 wt%, a.r., Molar). TiO2 hollow structure synthesis: The titanium precursor was titanium(VI) butoxide (Fluka, ≥97% purum,
[Ti(O-CH2 CH2 CH2 CH3 )4 ]). Photocatalytic test reactions: The model
pollutant was phenol (VWR, extra pure) and during the experiments oxygen gas (Messer, 2.5) was used. Methanol (VWR

The structure and morphology of the prepared samples was
investigated with scanning electron microscopy (Hitachi S-4700
Type II FE-SEM). Crystal structure and phase composition was measured with X-ray diffractometry (Rigaku MiniFlex II Diffractometer)
using Cu K␣ radiation. Thermogravimetric analysis (Netzsch STA
409 PC connected to a Pfeiffer QMS 200 mass spectrometer system)
was performed in oxygen ﬂow (40 cm3 /min) with 5 ◦ C/min heating
rate using ∼100 mg sample. Raman spectrum was taken (Thermo
Scientiﬁc DXR Raman Microscope) utilizing 532 nm laser irradiation. FT-IR spectrum was taken using a Biorad FTS-60A FT-IR device
using an ATR module on an air-dry sample. The concentration of
phenol was measured with a HPLC technique (Merch Hitachi sys-
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Fig. 1. The effect of synthesis time on the yield of the carbon spheres.

tem). LiChrospher RP-18e column and V(methanol):V(H2 O) = 1:1
eluent was used during the HPLC analysis. Total organic carbon content of phenol solution was determined before and after (samples
were centrifuged ﬁrst) the photocatalytic test reactions (Analytik
Jena Multi N/C 3100).
2.4. Evaluation of photocatalytic efﬁciencies
Photocatalytic degradation of the phenol model pollutant was
carried out in a cylindrical shape batch-type suspension foam
reactor equipped with thermostating jacket made from glass. The
diameter of the inner tube was 45 mm (V = 250 cm3 ). To provide sufﬁcient mixing and dissolved oxygen level, oxygen gas
was bubbled though a fritted glass to the solution with ﬂow
rate of 430–450 cm3 /min. The UV-A lamp (Sylvania Blacklight
F6W/T5/BL350) was immersed in the center in a quartz tube
(25 mm in diameter). All photocatalytic experiments were performed at 25 ± 0.5 ◦ C. The initial phenol concentration and the
photocatalyst load was 1 × 10−4 mol/dm3 and 0.5 g/L, respectively. The photocatalyst sample was added to the 200 cm3
1 × 10−4 mol/dm3 phenol solution and sonicated for 5 min then
transferred to the photoreactor. The photocatalyst suspension was
left to be stirred in dark for 30 min to reach adsorption/desorption
equilibrium. At that point, the UV lamp was switched on and samples were taken in regular time intervals. Total irradiation time was
90 min. Each photocatalytic experiments were done in duplicate to
check reproducibility.
After the experiment, the acquired samples were centrifuged at
16000 RCF. Each sample was ﬁltered by a syringe ﬁlter (Whatman,
Anotop 25+, 0.02 m) to remove even the ﬁnes particles prior the
HPLC analysis (0.9 cm3 /min ﬂow rate, UV–vis detection at 210 nm).
TOC content was determined to evaluate the overall mineralization
potential of the photocatalysts.
3. Results and discussion
3.1. Carbon spheres
3.1.1. The effect of synthesis time
First, as an important aspect of any synthetic procedure, the
effect of the duration of hydrothermal treatment was studied on
the yield and the size distribution of the CSs. After the preparation
of CSs, the yield (deﬁned as mCS /msucrose ) was calculated and its
dependence on the synthesis time is shown in Fig. 1. By the end of
the three hour reaction the yield was very low (1.4%), which can
be explained by the low nucleation rate of the CS seeds. Increased
reaction time leads to increased yield, but after twelve hours the
change in yield is lessening and most probably leading to saturation

due to the consumption of the sucrose (according to our data the
estimated maximum yield is around 30%). Based on these ﬁnding,
sufﬁcient yields are achievable by applying at least 12 h reaction
time. The morphology and size (diameter) of the CSs were investigated by SEM technique (Fig. 2). After just three hours of reaction
time (CS-3-7), well-deﬁned sphere structures were observed. The
particle size distribution was rather narrow; most of the spheres
had a diameter around 350 nm. Six hours of hydrothermal treatment resulted similar product (CS-6-7) compared to the sample
CS-3-7. The rather narrow size distribution is shifted towards bigger particle sizes; the average particle size was around 590 nm.
The size distribution of the CS-12-7 sample was wider compared
to the previously mentioned one; as well as the average size of
the spheres was increased to ∼660 nm. In this sample joint spheres
were formed but they could be observed in a relatively low amount.
On the SEM picture of CS-18-7, CSs with greater size were also
detectable, and joint structures were more prominent. The average size of the spheres is increased to ∼700 nm and wider size
distribution could be observed. Overall, at shorter synthesis times
the nucleation of CSs was more signiﬁcant, and later on the nucleation slowed down and the growth of CS became the dominant
process. Combining the experiences with the ones regarding the
yields, further experiments were done with 12 h of synthesis time.
3.1.2. The effect of pH
After ﬁnding the most convenient but satisfactory synthesis
time, the effect of pH was investigated on the morphology of the
CSs. The pH values of the sucrose solutions were set to 3 and 12
before the hydrothermal treatment (sample with pH 7, CS-127, has already been demonstrated in the previous section). The
yield of these synthesizes were 23%, 26% and 28% for the CS-12-3,
CS-12-7, CS-12-12, respectively. Only a slight increase was noticeable with increasing pH. Fig. 3 shows conspicuously the difference
between the CS-12-3 synthesized under acidic, and the CS-12-12
under basic conditions. CS-12-3 sample prepared in acidic media
showed quite wide particle size distribution and have an average
particle size around 810 nm. Larger, joint particles are also present
in the sample. CS-12-7 sample own similar particle size distribution to CS-12-3, however, the average particle size was decreased
to around 660 nm. CS-12-12 sample showed narrower size distribution compared to the previously discussed samples. The average
particle size was around 400 nm and the presence of joint particles
was not prominent. According to these results it can be concluded
that the pH of the sucrose solution has signiﬁcant impact on the size
of the prepared CSs. A plausible explanation of the phenomenon
can be the following: Sucrose ﬁrst undergoes dehydration reaction
resulting HMF (5-(hydroxymethyl)-2-furaldehyde) which then
take part in polymerization and aldol condensation reactions
[32,33,42]. It is reported that aldol reaction of cyclic and aromatic
ketones/aldehydes are more favorable under alkaline conditions
[43]. Thus, this may lead to faster accumulation of polymerized
species which eventually results rapid nucleation. Subsequently,
particle growth is more decisive in the later period of the hydrothermal process resulting increased number of smaller particles. In
acidic media, the nucleation is somewhat elongated, followed by
particle growth resulting larger particles and wide particle size
distribution. Since CS-12-12 sample showed good yield and quite
uniform CSs it has been studied further and used as template for
the preparation of TiO2 hollow structures.
3.1.3. Characterization of CSs
CS-12-12 sample was studied with various techniques (Fig. 4).
XRD was used to investigate the possible crystallinity of the CSs
(Fig. 4, A). Only one broad diffraction at ∼22◦ dominates the diffractogram which belongs to amorphous carbon [44]. Reﬂection at
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Fig. 2. Morphology of carbon spheres prepared via hydrothermal treatment at different synthesis times (indicated in the upper left corner of the SEM pictures). Particle size
distributions of CSs are shown on the histograms right to the corresponding SEM pictures. Please note that the SEM micrographs and the histograms are directly comparable
due to their same scale and formatting.

∼26.5◦ was not detected which would indicate well-structured
graphitic segments. No crystalline impurities were detected.
Raman spectroscopy was used to analyze the CSs (Fig. 4B). In the
Raman spectra, typical Raman features of carbon materials were
present, namely the D (∼1350 cm−1 ) and G (∼1580 cm−1 ) bands.
While the D band can be attributed to the presence of sp3 hybridized
carbon atoms, the G band is an indicator of conjugated sp2 carbon
atoms. In highly graphitic carbon materials 2D band (∼2700 cm−1 )
is also present, however it is missing from the Raman spectra of
the CSs. Both D and G bands are broad, meaning a rather amorphous structure. The high intensity G band compared to the D band
indicates that most of the material consists of conjugated carbon
framework.
FT-IR technique was used to further investigate the chemical
characteristics of the CSs (Fig. 4C). The spectrum is feature-rich
and quite complex. Broad band appear in the 1800–3800 cm−1
which indicates the stretching vibrations of structural OH groups

and physisorbed water. Low intensity bands at around 2922 and
2970 cm−1 can be assigned to C H stretching vibrations. The very
intense band situated at 1701 cm−1 belongs the C O stretching
vibrations. Another intense band at 1611 cm−1 is most probably
the sign of the C C vibration in aromatic ring; however, some
oxygen containing groups (e.g. cyclic ethers) could appear in the
same region [45]. Intense and broad band is present between 1100
and 1400 cm−1 which indicates C O vibration in highly conjugated,
aromatic or in various other chemical environments [46].
The thermal behavior of CSs was also investigated (Fig. 4D).
Heating the CSs in oxygen atmospheres two intense weight loss
can be seen. The ﬁrst is between 220 and 250 ◦ C, the second
is 410–440 ◦ C and the two regions are linked with a moderate
mass-reducing period. The former is most probably due to the
decomposition of various oxygen containing functional groups
while the latter is due to the combustion of the carbon itself [47,48].
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Fig. 3. The effect of pH on the morphology of the prepared carbon spheres. Please note that the SEM micrographs and the histograms are directly comparable due to their
same scale and formatting.

The low decomposition and combustion temperature is convenient
in case of the removal of these template materials.
According to our results, CSs were consist of amorphous carbon
with no graphitic domains. However, Raman and FT-IR results indicated signiﬁcant conjugated/aromatic segments as well as various
oxygen containing functional groups.

3.2. Titanium dioxide hollow structures
CS-12-12 carbon sphere sample were coated with TiO2 layer via
sol-gel method. This material was then calcinated in air to remove
the CS template and to convert the amorphous titania into crystalline titanium dioxide. Elaboration of TiO2 HSs from as-prepared,
non-heat-treated (nht) CS-titania was studied by TG-MS technique
(Fig. 5). The TG-DTG showed similar features to the TG-DTG of
uncoated CSs (Fig. 4D). The ﬁrst major, well deﬁned weight losing period was at around ∼220–250 ◦ C while the second was a
more elongated, broad region which was started right after the
ﬁrst one and was between ∼250–480 ◦ C. The elongated combustion of CS templates compared to uncoated CSs can be attributed
to the presence of TiO2 shell. Above ∼480 ◦ C, no weight-change
can be detected. The remaining 27.4% mass is contributed to the
incombustible crystalline TiO2 . The weight loss was approximately
73% independently from the calcination temperature in case of all
TiO2 HSs. Consequently, if at 700 ◦ C CSs and all combustible compounds are burned away; and there is no variation in the weight
loss between the calcination temperatures then no organic residue
from the precursor/solvent or CSs is left in TiO2 HS, not even at the
lowest temperature. This was further conﬁrmed by the MS results
(Fig. 5, right panel). CO and CO2 were identiﬁed as main gaseous
products. The temperature range of the evolution of the two gases
is identical to the main mass reduction regions mentioned in TGDTG results. Thus, considering the weight losing rate and the MS
results it can be deduced that even at 400 ◦ C 4 h of calcination time
is enough to completely eliminate all carbon, not to mention higher
temperatures.

Fig. 6 shows the morphology of the TiO2 hollow structures
annealed at different temperatures. Round forms, whole and damaged structures can be seen in the pictures. Smaller, fragmented
shell particles are scattered between larger hollow spheres. Shell
thickness is between 20 and 40 nm regardless of the annealing temperature. This thickness is thick enough to preserve the shape of
the template and thin enough to be permeable for the photons to
exploit the special shape of the object.
Crystallinity of the TiO2 samples was investigated by XRD
technique (Fig. 7). Diffraction intensities of the individual diffractograms were normalized to the intensity of anatase (101)
reﬂection. All samples show characteristic, rather sharp reﬂections
marked with the appropriate Miller indices. In case of the samples
annealed at 400 ◦ C and 500 ◦ C only anatase phase TiO2 is present. As
expected, at higher temperatures rutile phase was formed. Rutile
content of samples calcinated at 600 ◦ C and 700 ◦ C were calculated
according to the well-known equation determined by Spurr et al.
[49] and they contained 37 w/w% and 65 w/w% rutile, respectively.
Full width at half maximum (FWHM) of anatase (101) reﬂection is
decreasing proportionally with the increasing heat treatment temperature from 0.47◦ to 0.26◦ , from 400 ◦ C to 700 ◦ C respectively.
It can be deduced that a more ordered, well-crystallized structure
provides less recombination centers for the photogenerated e− /h+
pairs. At 600 ◦ C, rutile phase TiO2 appears. FWHM of rutile (110)
reﬂection was decreased from 0.28◦ to 0.22◦ , from 600 ◦ C to 700 ◦ C
respectively. Based on the X-ray diffractograms, the crystallite sizes
were determined using the Scherrer equation (see Supplementary
material Table S01). As anticipated, the crystallite sizes increased
gradually with increasing annealing temperature.
Speciﬁc surface area of TiO2 HS samples was determined by
BET method (see Supplementary material Table S01). Also, detailed
measurement was executed on a representative sample of TiO2
HS (annealed at 600 ◦ C) in order to investigate not just the speciﬁc surface area but also the pore structure (Fig. 8). The speciﬁc
surface area and the total pore volume were found to be 26 m2 /g
and 0.14 cm3 /g, respectively. The obtained speciﬁc surface area values of TiO2 HSs are rather small compared to porous metal oxide
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materials [50]. The speciﬁc surface area can be roughly approximated to gain information on the magnitude of the speciﬁc surface
area of spherical hollow objects. Assuming non-porous, perfectly
spherical shell of anatase which can be elaborated on the surface
of D = 400 nm CSs with thickness of 30 nm, the speciﬁc surface area
is calculated 17 m2 /g which is in reasonable agreement with the
obtained speciﬁc surface area values of TiO2 HSs (see Table S01).
The N2 adsorption measurement revealed the presence of mesoand macropores; however, the order of magnitude of these pore
volumes is rather small (10−4 cm3 nm−1 g−1 ). Thus, they have only
small contribution to speciﬁc surface area. There is a decreasing
trend in the speciﬁc surface area of the TiO2 HSs with increasing
annealing temperature. This is due to the consolidation, densiﬁcation and sintering of the TiO2 particles/crystallites and TiO2 HSs as
well.
Brieﬂy, crystalline TiO2 hollow structures were prepared via
complete removal of CS templates at different temperatures. Independently from the annealing temperature, the hollow spheroid
shape was preserved; however, in some extent the spheres were
fragmented. The TiO2 HSs does not show well-deﬁned pore structure and it can be considered as rather solid/dense shell of TiO2
with a hollow inside.
3.3. Photocatalytic activity

Fig. 4. X-ray diffraction pattern, Raman and FT-IR spectra and TG curve of CS-12-12
are shown from top to bottom, labeled A–D, respectively.

Photocatalytic performance of the prepared TiO2 HSs was investigated with the photocatalytic decomposition reaction of phenol
under low powered UV-A irradiation. The photocatalytic activity
was represented by the apparent rate constant (kapp ). This was
calculated from the ﬁrst 40 min irradiation period by linear ﬁtting
of the −ln(c/c0 ) vs t relation assuming pseudo ﬁrst order reaction
kinetic. Phenol photocatalytic degradation curves as well the photocatalytic activities are summarized in Fig. 9. All prepared TiO2
HS samples have shown considerable photocatalytic activity in
phenol degradation reaction. Since no carbon contamination originated from the used titanium precursor, solvents and CSs were
detected the effect of such impurity on the photocatalytic activity
is improbable. N2 adsorption measurements showed the speciﬁc
surface area of the TiO2 HSs is decreasing with increasing calcination temperature which indicates that TiO2 HS 700 ◦ C has high
photocatalytic activity despite of its rather low speciﬁc surface area.
Photocatalytic activity was increased parallel to the calcination
temperature which can be explained by the crystallization of the
samples. With the appearance of rutile phase the photocatalytic
activity has increased further to a certain limit. Light absorption
properties of the TiO2 HS samples were investigated by diffused
reﬂectance spectroscopy (see Supplementary material Fig. S08). In
case of titanium dioxide hollow structures, the results indicated
increased light harvesting feature in the most of the UV region compared to the dense reference sample. This higher light absorption
(appear as lower reﬂectance in Fig. S08) can contribute to the elevated photocatalytic efﬁciency of TiO2 HS contrary to dense TiO2
reference sample.
It is well-known that the coexistence of anatase and rutile phase
can enhance the photocatalytic activity. The increased photocatalytic activity of mixed anatase/rutile phase TiO2 is due to the
difference in the band position of anatase and rutile as well as
to the solid-solid interface can greatly inﬂuence the photogenerated charge carrier separation. This interface is responsible for fast
charge carrier diffusion to the surface of the particle thus inﬂuencing the charge transfer and recombination processes [51,52].
Also, it is believed that rutile phase is able to accept electrons from
anatase phase, thus acting as an “electron sink” since this process
is thermodynamically favorable to their band positions [53].
Total organic carbon removal capability was also studied. The
change of TOC removal efﬁciency and the photocatalytic activity
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Fig. 5. TG-DTG curve (left) and MS results (right) of non-heat-treated titania coated CSs.

Fig. 6. Morphology of the TiO2 hollow structures annealed at different temperatures.

on anatase and rutile phase TiO2 [54]. Thus, for applications where
efﬁcient mineralization of organic contaminants is desired mixed
phase TiO2 can be used advantageously.
As a reference, a TiO2 sample was prepared with the same
method as the TiO2 HSs but without CS template. The photocatalytic activity of this sample could be compared to the TiO2 HS
calcinated at the same temperature (500 ◦ C). As a result, TiO2 HS
showed 6 times higher photocatalytic activity and 12 times higher
TOC removal efﬁciency during 90 min UV-A irradiation compared
to its counterpart prepared without CS template. Thus, addition
of CS template to an existing TiO2 preparation method makes huge
difference in photocatalytic activity that is deﬁnitely worth exploiting as the results indicated.
4. Conclusion
Fig. 7. X-ray diffraction pattern of TiO2 hollow structures annealed at different
temperatures.

was in good agreement. High percentage of TOC removal indicates
not just efﬁcient phenol degradation but also potent mineralization
properties. A small drop of TOC removal efﬁciency was noticed in
case of the TiO2 HS annealed at 700 ◦ C which can be explained by the
different photodegradation pathway of mineralization of phenol

In this work, we report the successful preparation of titanium
dioxide hollow structures by removal of carbon sphere templates
synthetized via hydrothermal treatment of sucrose solution using
ordinary table sugar. Firstly, hydrothermal synthesis parameters
of CS preparation were investigated emphasizing on the reaction
time and the pH of the sucrose solution. Both factors have determinative effect on the size distribution of the CS product. Increasing
reaction time resulted increased yield and particle size as well. The
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Fig. 8. N2 adsorption measurement (left) and pore size distribution (right) of representative TiO2 HS sample (calcinated at 600 ◦ C).

alytic activity as well as good mineralization efﬁciency measured
by TOC technique. TiO2 HSs containing rutile phase (along with
anatase) showed even higher photocatalytic activity compared to
only anatase containing ones most probably due to synergic effect
between the two polymorphs. TiO2 hollow structure photocatalyst proved to have six times higher photocatalytic activity (and
twelve times higher TOC removal efﬁciency) than its counterpart
prepared by the same method without the application of CS template. Detailed investigation of the optical properties (measured
and simulated) of the TiO2 HS will be the topic of our next report.
Hopefully, our work contributes to the application of renewable, biomass based materials as well as their utilization in effective
photocatalytic or energy harvesting processes.
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